Sixth Form Results Day 2018

70 students took A-level and/or Applied General
qualifications this year.
We are currently awaiting results for Music A-Level which
means that our statistics are estimated calculations and I
am unable to provide an overall pass rate. OCR revealed
yesterday that they had failed to mark part of the students’
work and are trying to do this ‘as quickly as possible’. This
is very poor as students’ university places are at stake.
I would like to congratulate all of our students who are so
deserving of this excellent set of results and I wish them
the very best in the future. The percentage of students
achieving the higher grades of A*-C has increased from
last year to 64% which is testament to the hard work of
the students and the skills of their teachers.
Notable successes at A-level came from Tierney Mizell
who achieved A in Media Studies, B in English Literature,
B in History and a Distinction in Photography; Sophie
Jarman who achieved A in Sociology, B in English
Literature, B in History and C in Psychology; Connor
Carter who achieved A in Maths, B in Further Maths, B
in Physics and C in Computer Science, Jordan Roffe who
achieved A in Maths, B in Biology and
C in Chemistry.
Of those studying Applied General qualifications, Maryna
Zamichowska achieved a Distinction star/ Distinction
in Double Health and Social Care and a Distinction in
Business Studies. She aims to study to become a Mental
Health Nurse at Anglia Ruskin University.
Every student’s achievements are to be celebrated but
for some their results also reflect a remarkable ability
to overcome adversity. Emily Dobbin, aged 19, whose
father Simon was the victim of a terrible attack which
left him with life changing injuries, has completed her
Sixth Form courses with a Distinction star/Distinction

in Double Health and Social Care and a merit in Applied
Science. During her final year in the Sixth Form Emily’s
family were filmed for the TV series DIY SOS when the
community came together to refurbish the family’s home
in Mildenhall, making it suitable for the long term care
that Simon needs. Emily who has been caring for her
father now aims to study Paramedic Science at St George’s
University, London.
Hannah Bokor, aged 18, overcame health issues to achieve
a B in English Literature, C in History and D in Biology.
She intends to study History at university.
These students like many others have shown remarkable
courage and perseverance and their results are a credit to
them.
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